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Becker announces new 
dorm security policies 
By SAND\' SCHROEDER 
Anoclllle EdHor . 
New policies against vandalism will become effective Friday, Nov. 7, ac-
. cording to Director of Student Housing Bob Becker. . 
He said housing is approaching vandalism problems both pro-actively and 
·· reactively. From the pro-active stance, housing will attempt to change 
people's attitudes about vandalism, according to Becker. · 
"The big thing is to make people aware that destruction isn't so much fun," 
he explained. 
The second pro-active measure will be what Becker t~rmed "tamper-
proofing." He said housing plans to put Lexan windows (made of un-
breakable glass) in the Brockman bathrooms and stairwells. He said he will 
also replace the screws holding up the exit signs with safety screws so people 
cannot unscrew the hinges and steal the light bulbs in the signs .. 
With. these changes, Becker explained, "We're basically saying 'we don't 
trust you.'" Although he said he dislikes this.attitude, he has a responsibility 
to protect the 'dorms. 
In taking reactive measures, Becker said that anyone admitting that he or 
she has damaged dorm property will be charged for the cost of the damage. If 
an offender does not admit to the damage and is discovered in some other 
way, he or she will be written up, charged for the damage, and charged an ad-
ditional $10 or 25 percent of the cost of the damage, whichever is greater. If 
this fine is not paid within a specified time, Becker said. the person will be 
charged an additional sum and will be written up a second time. 
He continued that the second reactive measure wlH be to post signs Inf or· 
ming studerits of the costs of dorm property. 1r peciple realize how much 
things cost, he said he hopes people will be more responsible in preserving the 
dorms. · 
If there is money left in the donn damage fund at the end of the year, it can 
be used for improvement projects such as remodeling Kuhl.man's. sixth floor 
lounge or repairing a dorm_ T.V., Becker concluded. 
- , ...... ~-· · .. : .. ;' .. ...:_ •.. .:. ..... ~-.... .:~ .. _ ... ·~·: . 
Edgec.liff ·J>arents ·Weekend··· 
Saturday, November 8 
7-7:30 p.m. Registration at the Vernon Manor Hotel 
(at Oak and Burnet Streets) 
7:3()-9 p.m. Dinner at the Vernon Manor Hotel 
9 p.m.-1 a.m. Dance-Music by the Bill Birkmeier Orchestra 
. Sunday, November 9 
11 a.m. 'Holy Sacrifice of Mass in the Edgecliff Chapel 
12:15 p.m. Brunch at Sullivan Hall Garden Room 
Guest speaker: Donald Nastold, S.J. · 
Tickets can be purchased today on°the ground floor of Sullivan 
Hall until 3 p.m., or· on Saturday night at the Vernon Manor 
Hotel. Prices are: $10 per person for the dance and dinner; $5 
per person .foe the dance only; $3 per person for the Sunday 
brunch. 
Author to discuss . 
environ·mental ethi.cs 
Albert Fritsch, S.J. will be on the Dr. Terrence Toepker, physics. 
Fritsch ·received his un-
dergraduate and master's degrees 
from Xavier. 
. . 
• · · P•m D•C•mp Pflolo 
PRESIDENT-ELECT RONALD REAGAN, left, Hlute1. the crowd with former President Gereld Ford et• l'llllJ held et 
Clnclnn•t1'1 Convention Center lest Sundey. R••D•n ... 11, defe•ted President Jeme1 C•rt•r end Independent cendl· 
d•t• John Anderson In ye1terdey'1 election. 
Money stolen from secretary's purse 
3 juveniles arrested for grand theft 
By STEPHEN CAIN 
·, '. EdMor::ift~Ctllil! ._ · ~ c '.' ·.. .- "" 
Two boys, ages eight and ten/and 
their sister, twelye, were ari:e!!ted on 
campus last Friday and charged with 
criminal trespassing and grand 
theft. · 
On . Thursday about noon, the 
three went to the Unlvenity Center 
office of Ruth Phoenix, secretary to 
. President Robert Mulliian, S.J., 
and took $75 and a checkbook from 
her purse, according to Chief of 
Security Dan Wood. 
"They were wandering outside 
. of the office,"· Phoenix stated, "and 
said they were waiting for their sister 
to return. So I chatted with them and 
tried to .be nice." 
Apparently as she chatted with the 
boys,· the girl found the secretary's 
purse and took out a change purse 
containing $75 and a checkbook., charged -wit.h .criminal trespassing 
Phoenix ·statecfshe discoveredth1tt>. and. rr.omv.iic<i~Y.,to.grand theft. The 
·· her money and check bo<>k•were gone· .. youths' Were i'eleiised .Friday evening 
when she went to lunch, and called to the custody of their parents. 
Xavier Security, which then called Phoenix's checkbook has been 
Cincinnati police to make a report. returned, but restitution for the cash 
The three juveniles returned to 
campus on Friday, where they were 
seen roaming through Albers Hall, 
the biology hall. An unidentified 
person called secµrity, which 
responded but could no~ find the 
three. ' As security left Albers, 
however, the officers spotted the 
juveniles coming from Schott Hall, 
the Jesuit residence hall. Security ap-
prehended the youths and held them 
for questioning. 
Cincinnati police were called and 
arrested the youths. The girl was 
charged with criminal trespassing 
and grand theft, and the boys were 
will probably not be received until a 
judge orders it in the hearing, · 
according to Wood. 
Wood said that the juveniles' 
mother said the children gave her the 
money, although she has not return-
ed it. 
Student directories 
to be distributed 
Student directories will be 
available by next Monday, ac-
cording to Student Government 
President Kathy Falso. She said 
that Edgecliff students will be in-
cluded in a supplement which will 
appear in January. 
Hypnotist· to entertain at .. Xavier. 
. . '· . 
Xavier campus today and tomorrow 
i to present talks about environmental 
ii ethics. He will speak to the general 
~. public at ·8 p.m. tonight in the OKI 
• room of the Xavier University 
~. 
~ Center, and address classes both to-
. ;~·~:.~~;.;;;,~ .~~: #'' 's/.f;'fi: ::, 
"""' Wednesday at 8p.m. Heiscomingat ,;P"' -~ff 
the invitation of the Student 
Government Speakers Committee. !<. day and tomorrow. · 
K Fritsch is a nationally known 
~· writer and speaker on environmental 
~ concerns. He is be§t known as 
~ founder and director of the Center 
~: for S,cience in. the Pu.blic Interest. He 
~'.'has also recently written a book en· 
~\ titled "Environmental Ethics" which 
i deals with the problems of en· 
~- vironmental safety. 
~ His address will deal with environ-!· mcnt and energy and how these con-
~ cerns can be balanced in an ethical 
?\way. 
'1' F . h' . . . d b ~; ntsc s v~s1~ 1s sponsore . y 
(t Campus Ministry, Bcllarmme 
~Chapel, Earthbread and the 
~ departme~ts of theology, physics, 
~ and chemistry. 
~. After his presentation, an inter-
~· disciplinary panel will react . to 
! Fritsch's lecture. The pand includes 
! Dr. Christine Gurdorf, theology; 
Rridget Harmon, economics; and 
On the inside ... 
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Mr. Hayes runs 
for children. 
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Mapes combines hypnosis with 
showmanship for a presentation 
which earned him the title of Cam-
pus-Entertainer of the Year in 1978. 
While· attending the California 
State University/Northbridge as a 
theater major, Mapes became in-
terested in hypnosis when a hyp-
notist helped him lose weight and quit. 
smoking. His interest led him. to 
research the subject, and then to 
study hypnosis in Europe. 
He is now the director of the New 
York Hypnosis Center in Manhat-
tan, and writes articles for 
magazines. Besides appearing as an 
actor. in various television and film 
roles, he is currently producing two 
plays scheduled for Broadway 
openings . 
A native of Zion, Ill.. Mapes now 









Anyone interested in becoming a friend to one Of the residents at 
Millcreek Psychiatric Center for Children or tutoring students at Bond . 
Hill Elementary School'? If so. see Father Don Nastold, S.J., in the 
campus ministry office (University Center). More. information is 
available there. 
Thanksgiving In Appalachla 
There are still some openings for men for the trip to Glenmary 
Farms in Vanceburg. Ky. The group will leave campus on Nov. 2Sand 
.return on Nov. 30. The purpose of the week is to meet and work with 
some of the hill people and then reflect on the experience - "work-
retreat." For more information contact any of the following: Chuck 
Catania (74S-3429); Andy Fogarty (74S-3919); Fr. Don Nastold, S.J. 
(745-320 I). 
Rape and Self Defense 
"Rape and Self Defense" will be the topic of tlie next Breen Dis-
lodged Fireside Chat. It will be held in the Hearth Room, Thursday, 
Nov. 6. at 8 p.m. Wine and cheese will be served. Everyone is invited. 
Breen 0111.odged "Coffee" . 
All non-traditional Xavier students are invited to attend a Breen 
Dislodged "Coffee" on Thursday, Nov. 6 at 2:30 p.m., in the Hearth 
Room. Bring plenty of questions. Refreshments will be served. 
Attention Fcnelgn Students 
Xavier Foreign Students will have a very important general body 
meeting on TIJursday, Nov. 6, at Slp.m. in the OKI room (near XU 
Theatre). All foreign students and interested non-foreign students are 
encouraged to be present. Refreshments will be served. 
Pied Piper Announcements 
The Piper announces. the following: 
Tonight: Piper Liturgy, IO p.m. 
Saturday: Coffeehouse. 9 p.m. 
Also. the Piper reminds students of their blood program. Informa-
tion can be obtained at the Piper on Tuesdays and Thursdays between 
2 and 4. 
Correction 
Due to a reporting error, last week the News misspelled the name of 
the sophomore chosen to replace Daryle Lewis as SG senator .. The 
name should have read John Hannan. · 
............ 
Campus Calendar 
Wed;, Nov. S CETA Meeting-Terrace Room, Univ. Center, 8a.m. 
Theatre Workshop Auditions-XU Players Office, 
Univ. Center, 2:30 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Pi-Terrace Room, Univ. Center, 4p.m. 
PRSSA Meeting-OKI Room, Univ. Center,5:30p.m. 
Speaker: Albert J. Fritsch, S.J., on "Environmen-
tal Energy Ethics" OK I Room, Univ. Center, 8 p.m. 
PRSSA Bake Sale, 9 p.m. in all dorm lobbies 
Pied Piper Liturgy-IO p.m. at Piper 
Soccer: XU vs. Earlham, home, &15 p.m. 
Volleyball: XU vs. Georgetown, home, 6:30 p.m. 
Thurs., Nov. 6 Theatre Workshop Auditions-XU Players Office, 
Fri., Nov. 7 
Sat:, Nov. 8 
Sun., Nov.·9 
Univ. Center, 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. · 
Campus Ministry-Terrace Room, Univ. Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
International Student Association-OKI Room, Univ. 
Center, 7:30 p.m. . 
Fireside Chat-Hearth Room, Univ. Center,8:30p.m. 
MBA-Faculty Guest Room, Univ. Center, 12 p.m. 
Film: "Kramer vs. Kramer"-Theatre, Univ. Center, 
I :30. and 7 p.m. 
Edgecliff Parents Weekend 
MBA-Faculty Guest Room, Univ. Center, 12 p.m. 
Xavier Political ScienceTerrace Room, ~niv. Center, 
.12 p.m. . .. 
Pied Piper Coffeehouse-9 p.m. at Piper 
Rugby: XU vs. John Carroll, home · 
Sailing: Area B eliminations at Cincinnati 
Volleyball: Midway Invitational · 
Classical Guitar Series with Carlos Barbosa, Bellar-
mine Chapel, 2:30 p.m. · · 
Finn Lodge Open House: 3-S p.m. 
, Delta Sigma Pi-OKI Room, Univ. Center, 6 p.m. 
Sailing: Area B eliminations . ,. 
Mon., N~v. io Effective and Breakthrough-Mezzanine, University 
Center, 12 p.m. · · 
Interview Sign-ups-OKI Room, Univ. Center, I p.m. 
Community Orchestra-Theatre, Univ. Center, 7 p.m. 
Volleyball: .XU vs. Morehead State, away 
Tues., Nol'. II Stress M'anagement-Edgecliff, 9 a.m. 
· Effective and Breakthrough-Mezzanine, Univ. 
Center, 12 p.m. . , 
Financial Boa rd Fordham Room •. Univ. Center; 2 p.m .. 
.. Sailing C.lub-Fordham Rocim, Univ. Center, 7 p.m. 
;· 
~ 
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State Dept. official 
to speak at· Model UN 
By TERRY SMITH 
. NIWI Editor 
Dr. Marion Creekmore of the United States State Department will 
address the Edgecliff College Twentieth Annual Model United Nations fo~ 
High School Students. . 
Creekmore is deputy assistant secretary for economic and development 
policy of the State Department's Bureau of International Organi1.ation 
Affairs. He will open the General Assembly meeting at 9:30 a.m. Friday in 
the Corbett Theatre at Edgecliff. 
Creekmore, a career State Department official, has held economic posts at 
the State Department in Washington and overseas in the United States 
missions in Bonn. West Germany.and Pretoria. South Africa. He holds a 
doctorate from Tulane University. · 
The purpose of the model UN is to acquaint high school students with the 
workings of the UN. Many area high schools will send representatives. 
The UN goes from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Edgecliff on Friday and 
. reconvenes Saturday at the Sports Center. 
Two new trustees appointed 
Xavier has two new.members of 
the Board of Trustees. They are C. 
Lawson Reed, president of the 
Xomox Corporation in Cincinnati· 
and Thomas P. Q'Malley, S.J., the 
recently named president .o( 
Cleveland's John Carroll Univer-' · 
sity. 
. with the classics and theology. 
The new board members replace 
J. Ralph Corbett and· Walter 
Krolikowski, S.J., whose terms. ex-
pired this year. · 
The Board of Trustees is a twenty 
member committee which discusses 
and sets university policy. . , . 
Psychology prof 
named outstanding 
ihrlnk of the year 
Xavier University Professor of 
Psychology Dr. Vytautas 
Bieliauskas was named this year's 
Outstanding Psychologist by the 
Ohio Psychological Association 
. at their annual convention held 
the weekend of Oct. 24 in Port 
Clinton, Ohio. 
Bieliauskas has been a member 
of Xavier's psychology depart-
ment sinee 19S8. In his tenure he 
has served as professor .and as 
chairman of the department. He 
presently holds the Riley Chair in 
psychology. . · -
Bieliauskas has held various 
positions within the field of psy-
chology and presently sits on 
Ohio's State · Board of Psy-
chology. He· was born and 
educated in Europe and holds a 
. ,P..tl;D. from the University of 
J~~bingen in Germany. 
Recd was educated at Yale Uni-
versity. Besides his new post ·at 
Xavier he also sits on the boards of 
the Cincinnati Symphony, the In-
stitute of Fine Arts and some major 
area banks and corporations. 
Childlaw art exhrbit continues 
O~Malley holds degrees . from 
Boston College, Fordham Univer-
sity and a doctorate from the Uni-· 
versity of Nijmegen in the 
Netherlands. He has . taught at 
Boston College and is a trustee of 
Fairfield University in Connecticut. 
He has also written numerous ar-
ticles for scholarly journals dealing 
Paul Chidlaw, Cincinnati's most prominent artist, is celebrating his 80th 
year with an exhibit of his newest paintings and prints at Emery Art Gallery, 
Edgecliff College of Xavier University. 
The exhibit continues until Nov. 23. The Emery Gallery is open free of 
charge Sunday-Friday from 1-S p.m. 
Chidlaw is an artist-in-residence at Edgecliff College. He taught at 
Cincinnati Art Academy for 17 years and had his own school in the Rook-
wood Pottery building for 12 years. Chidlaw studied in Paris at the same 
time as Ernest Hemingway and Gertrude Stein. He has also studied in 
cultural centers throughout Europe and North Africa. While at Edgecliff, 
Chidlaw has concentrated on his own painting. · 
Survey reveals pQsitive tre_nds 
By DAN FAGEt 
New1 Edllor • 
The first study of campus life 
taken in ten years was released 
recently and showed a general trend 
of student contentment- toward 
social and academic affairs at 
Xavier. 
A survey similar to the one taken 
last spring was taken in November, 
1970, and recognized a number of 
needs and suggested a series of 
changes regarding student-campus 
life. The 1980 survey attempted;to·' 
see if the changes ha~ been helpful 
and to find what new needs might 
·have arisen in the ten years. 
While the study indicated a 
general lack of diverse opinion (over 
75 percent of all questions were 
answered with a majority ·of neutral 
attitudes or no opinion), it did show 
that the respondents had a more 
positive attitude toward the faculty 
and. departments than toward the 
student body and toward Xavier . 
itself as an institution. 
For instance, 79 percent of those 
surveyed thought that the majority 
of Xavier faculty members were 
effective at their jobs, while only43 
percent said that majority of Xavier 
students appeared interested and 
motivated toward academic affairs. 
l,ikewise, 51 percent felt that 
Xavier's innovativeness was either 
"fair" or "poor," while 81 percent 
thOught that half or more of the 
faculty members were innovative In 
seeking to Improve their courses. 
A series of questions asked for 
descriptiQns of the relationship 
among key groups on campus ~nd 
the results showed a great variety. 
While 80 percent of those polled 
described the student-faculty 
relationship as "good" or "ex-
cellent," the relationship between 
· students and administration was far · 
less positive. Forty percent thought 
the relationship was "good" and only 
8 percent described it as "excellent." 
In the same vein, only 3 percent 
felt that students, faculty, and ad-. 
ministration communicated "very 
well," while 31 percent thought the 
communication was "poor." 
On dormitory living, the recent 
survey indicated more favorable im-
pressions than the earlier survey as 
72 percent felt that resident halls 
were "satisfactory" or "very satisfac-
tory" (as opposed to SS percent who 
felt the same way in 1970). 
· or are aware of student services 
offered by the university. When ask-
ed to rate the helpfulness of eight ser-
vices in fulfilling the needs of the 
Xavier Community, the number one 
answer in all bu~ two (the health 
.center and the sportscenter) was "no 
Look how times change 
Question :,:, r,·· , ,. Student response 
1980 1970 
Student actllt#flea meet aoclal 
needa·"well" 420/o 220/o 
. Residence halls are "aaflafactory" 720/o 550/o 
"Strang" sense of wing community 
exists 
"Fa11011ble" opinion of llbrary -
Univei:sity established study hours 
or "quiet hours," which were .not in 
existence in 1970, received high 
n,arks, as 88 percent said they were a 
"fine" or "acceptable" idea. Also, 
those who felt a "strong" sense of 
community in their wing increased 
dramatically from 27 percent to 50 
percent in comparison to the 1970 
survey which prompted a restruc-
turing of the donn organization. 
However, the evaluation of the 
resident hall lounges has changed 
very little in the last ten years. Only 
13 percent thought the lounges were 
"ample and well equipped," which 
only shows a five percent increase to 
the response of the· same question 
asked in 1970. ·. · · · 
Reaction to the library has shown 
a favor.tble increase compared to the 
reaction in 1970 when only 39 per-
cent rated it "highly favorable" or 
"favorable." The 1980 survey show-
ed an 18 percent increase as S7 per-
cent of those questioned responded 
with the same answer. Also, the pre-
sent student body appears to. be 
much more satisfied with the library 
hours. 
One fact which is made exceeding-
ly clear by the 1980 survey is how lit-
tle Xavier students take advantage of 
500/o 270/o 
"570/o 390/o 
opinion." The other services includ~ 
ed the placement office, the financial 
aid office, campus ministry, and 
· Bcllarmine Chapel. 
Student · response abOut social 
aspects of life on campus was also 
more favorable than in 1970 as 42 
- percent said that student activities at 
Xavier meet the social needs of 
students "very well" or "reasonably 
well," as opposed to 22 percent who 
answered the -same way ten years 
ago. However, SI percent expressed 
the wish that there had been more ac-
tivities to date and . S4 percent 
thought the activities should have 
been more varied. Finally, S4 per-
cent said that the number of outside 
speakers· who appear on campus was 
too few· and not one student 
responded there were too many. 
While the survey was helpful 
regarding the validity and' ap-
propriateness of questions about 
student life, it was just a pilot and it 
used a very small .sample size in 
which the results were not com-
puterized. Thus. conclusions are not 
definite and are open to revision. 
The report noted that under these 
conditions, any generali7..ations 
dmwn from the raw totals can oe 
mislcuding. 
• • 1mon King wasn't afraid. to take a stand 
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An· energy policy ·for the future 
The· sooner, the smoother. . 
The sooner the United States has a comprehensive Energy Policy, the smoother the 
transition from a petroleum-based energy society can be made. 
. Curi;entl~, every industrialized society on earth depends upon petroleum products as 
its major source of .energy. From our ·homes; .. to. our cars, to our places of work, 
petroleum products supply the energy for us to live our lives. The world economy rests 
on the ability of petroleum products to supply those energy needs. 
However, depending upon which study one reads, the earth has anywhere from only 
SO to 100 years of petroleum supplies remaining to be tapped. The United Kingdom 
Dep~rtment of Energy in 1976 even estimated a maximum of 48 years worth.of supplies 
of od and gas from that year. The fact of the matter is that sometime before the 22nd 
century, petroleum products ~ill be depleted, or very nearly depleted. That is the 
· "~nergy crisis." One day, not so long from now, petroleum will be gone. · · .... ·· 
The new administration and ,the new. Congress must act now to create a meaningful 
Energy Policy. The three major altema tives~ nuclear, solar and coal (of which there is a 
300 year supply according to the U .IC.. Department of Energy study) must be seriously 
con~idered for their respective values and implemented into use as society's sources of 
energy. .. L~:, . · 
Every human being w!n'b,~ 1affecte~. (although maybe not in the present generation) 
and so ~verr human bemg'Has a responsibility to consider these energy sources and 
how they will help and/ ot li'inder the earth and humanity. We can begiq with prudent 
use of what energy sources ~J! have: conservation. We can continue by taking an active 
part in constructive exploration of the subject such as the one to be presented tonight 
by Albert Fritsch, S.J. · 
-SDC 
The influence of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. on this country continues to be of great im-
portance. He worked from the premise that all 
people are created equal. He attempted to im-
prove the quality of life for black people in 
America. By doing so, Dr. King worked to im-
prove the quality of life for all people, 
regardless of race, creed, or color .. 
RANDAL 
McCRAW . . 
He preached that brotherhood had to be 
· reach~through non-violent means. He did so 
in a violent time, a period when tliis nation was 
painfully becoming conscious of its treatment 
· of minority peoples. Dr. King had to contend 
not only with whites who opposed his move-
ment for equality; he also had to deal with 
black activists who felt that the only means for, 
· change in this country was violence. 
Dr. King continued his non-violent move-
ment for social change and equality for all un-
til he was assassinated on April 4, 1968 by 
James Earl Ray. After his death, people all 
over the world continued to recognize Dr. 
King as a man dedicated to peace and equality. 
He has been recognized as such in the Un-
ited States also. However, attempts to have 
this n<cognition made official, by declaring 
Dr. King's birthday as a national holiday, 
have failed. 
Two bills were introduced in the House of 
Representatives making Jan. 15, Dr. King's 
· birthday, a national holiday. Both were 
defeated. After the last loss, Dec. 5, 1979, the 
backers of the bill withdrew it from the House 
floor. 
Opponents of the bill cited cost as the 
primary objection to the proposal. A national 
holiday would give federal workers the day off 
with pay. 
Each state can recognize Dr. King•s birth-
day as a state holiday, if they so choose. Eight 
states, including Ohio, have done so. 
However, it makes sense that a man who has 
contributed as much to American society as 
Dr. King should receive national recognition 
in the form of a national holiday. 
Each of us should write to our congressmen, 
asking that this bill be re-introduced. This 
time, with our support, maybe it will pass. We 
should do so now; not in January; when our 
efforts would be too late. · 
Why think of this. now? Tuesday is Veterans 
Day, established to commerorate those who 
have defended the United States in war. 
Whether we believe these people are heroes for 
defending their country or "misguided" 
because they participated in immoral acts, we 
can look up to these people as we look up to 
Dr. King. 
It seems that today people don't want to 
commit themselves to anything. We should 
emulate people like Dr. King and the veterans 
we recognize Tuesday. They had the courage 
to take a definite stand for a cause they believ-
ed in. 
( Letters to the editor-. -~---
u d h II d 




To the ~ditor: ·, · .. · 
The tide of contradictory and confusing 
statements from Xavier's administration. 
seems to be never-ending. . 
Rod Shearer's statements in the Oct. 29 
issue of the News express the following: 
(I) the Breen Lodge supporters started their 
·protests before the final decision (recon-
sideration) was made and (2) the house might 
·have been retained if Breen had used different 
tactics. 
The decision to close Breen, according to a 
member of student development at that time, 
was announced by Father Mulligan in April, 
1979. However, since the staff of Breen had 
already been chosen for the '79-'80 academic 
year, it was understood that this staff would be 
Breen's last. The staff was given.no indication 
that this announcement had occurred. 
' . 
The Breen Lodge staff members first 
learned of the decision through a response by 
Father Mulligan to an inquiry made by a 
faculty committee member, in December of 
1979. The note from Father Mulligan clearly 
stated Breen was to be used for "other pur-
poses" the following September. At no time 
was there any doubt expressed by Father Mui-· 
ligan concerning the finality of the decision; 
only the new purpose of the house was un-
known. One year later, in April of 1980, 
Father Mulligan stated in an ·interview with. 
the. News tJtat he was surprised with the 
delayed reacti.on. . 
situation, hoping reconsideration would ~c­
cur. The Xavier News, Cincinnati Post, 
Catholic Telegraph, Channel 9-TV, WLW 
·radio and others were involved with this~-~ 
publicity. Breen also was attempting to receive · 
student response during this period, and 1500 
petition signatures and over· 100 lettet!I from 
atudents were quickly . amassed: Keeping 
within official channels, Breen also contacted 
and received support from the faculty com-
mittee, English and theology departments, 
Breen advisors, past Breen residents and 
Xavier alumni. "Save Breen" posters, stickers . 
and buttons were circulated. Breen Lodge 
members met with a representative of the 
board of trustees. The year culminated in a 
meeting of the university senate, which ad- . 
vised Father Mulligan to reverse his decision. 
Unfortunately, Xavier students could not be 
involved in most of these activities, so a rally 
was held to. encourage student input and sup-
port on March 5, 1980. This was nearly one 
year after the decision had been made.The ral-
ly was approved by student development and · 
involved a large number of students, staff, 
faculty and alumni. Students attending the 
rally felt they were able to express their 
frustration and concern over the decision to 
close Breen as well as the method used in mak-
ing the decision. Mr. Shearer stated that 
Breen's methods of protest, including the ral-
ly, were offensive. 
Xavier students deserve direct and truthful 
responses from their administration, not mis-
leading judgments or one man'sopinionofthe 
word "offensive." The statements made by 
Mr. Shearer distressingly ·show the lack of 
concern that Xavier's administration 
manifests for its students, staff, faculty and 
alumni. 
News letter ·policy 
Whlle • handful of 1tudent1 take re-
1pon1lblllty for producing end writing 
the News, the1'9 11 one section ot the 
paper which e1peclelly ow .. 111 vitality 
co rage w en a a mm1strat1ve ec1S10ns 
seem to purposely go against. student opinion? 
Karen Riestenberg 
Moller explaitis 
.;10 the Xavier'. community •• • whole. 
"Letters to the editor" ext111 ali ·a 
mHn• of giving anyone intere1led In 
Xavier a chance to voice objectlon1, 
commendation• or opinion•. 
·· ·homecpDJing site 
The New• welcome• (and encour-
egn) the Xavier community lo 1ubmll 
"letters. to .the editor" for publlcatlon 
anytime. 
AH letter~ should be typewritten end 
double-spaced. In addition, the lellera 
must be signed by the author. The 
New1 wlll wlt~hold any name upon 
request. 
In order to ensure publlcallon, a __ 
letter mu11 be In lhe New1 office by 3 




To the editor: 
To the editor: 
This letter I hope will serve to answer the 
question "Why Stouffers?" [News, Oct. 22]. I 
wish to state that no one on the Homecoming 
Committee had the knowledge that the 
ballroom and food service were conhected in 
any way with Nestles. lfwe had, our decision 
would certainly have centered· on this issue 
when choosing a place for the dinner and 
dance. Because we did not have this 
knowledge, the choice was made on price, 
space and availability. 
I applaud the News for commenting on 
world affairs and human concerns. My hope is 
that these issues will surface earlier and in an 
ongoing way. In this way we can act daily on 
this knowledge in a responsible manner. 
Finally, I wish to get in a short "thank yoµ" 
to all who helped this year. The students and 
staff who worked long and hard to ptovide the 
best homecoming yet deserve applause from 
all. 
Dennis Moller 
Assistant Dean for Student 
Development 
Breen. initially attempted to publicize th~e .. ·· . · · 
Susie Eyerman 
.· .April. Glaser 
I would like to disagree wilh a particular 
statement made by Mr. Shearer in the Oct. 29 
issue of the News. Mr. Shearer said that "the 
decision was sustained because of the way they 
went about trying to insult the people making 
the decision ... " I'd like to say that the ad-
ministration was the first party guilty of the in-
sulting proc~ure. The students ·were never 
consulted, arid the administration never 
responded to their feelings r.:sponsibly. The 
administration never' invited student input;ail 
confrontations were student-initiated. How 
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Defeat Mount,. Quincy, among others 
V-ballers dominate opposition 
By JIM BARTER offense beautifully." 
Sporb Reporter 
~age 4 Xavier News 
The ability to run a quic~aried 
Wednesday, Novembers, .1980 offense, coupled with fan support,'· 
· enabled the Lady Musketeers to win 
four of their five matches this past 
weekend. boosting their record to 
The Muskies then hostt.-d Quincy 
again on Saturday in a tri~match also 
held- with Bellannine. the reigning 
Division II champs from Kentucky. 
The ladies were able to confidently 
defeat Quincy this time, 15-IO and 
15-7. and then had the motivation to 
· Condit feels .that the reason why. 
the team is so effective is because 
they always keep the ·opposition 
guessing. She also feels that the 
ladies effectively use a lot of short 
sets called ".lap" sets because the 
Japanese Olympic team was the first 
to develop them. This brings about a 
varied offense, something· whfoh 
other teams do not do. 
Jon Llp10n Photo 
Fre1hman Mike Barrett work• out at a Xavler.•w.1~ team:f)ractlce on Monday. 
Xavier skaters form c:lub 
Hockey has finally surfaced at Xavier. 
Xavier's 15-man squad is the sixth team to join the Tri-County Amateur 
Hockey Association of which clubs from N KU, Can-Am Sports and Procter 
and Gamble participate. 
The team will play twenty games on°the season, most of which will be in the 
Dixie Bowl in Kentucky. Outside of the TCAHA, the team is hoping to 
schedule games with the UC, Miami, and Bowling Green intramural squads. 
The club, formed by sophomore Tom McPike and freshman Frank 
Casale, is coached by Jim Kirkwood. The team had its first contest of the 
season last Tuesday against NKU, which the Muskies lost 8-2. XU goals were 
scored by John Keillich and Tom McPike. Freshman Chris Scheu, the 
team's 1984 Olympic hopeful, was voted the game's _MVP. 
' Mon-Fri: 12 - 9 
Sal:I0-5 
Pltolte 631 - 5300 
Euerylllillf For Your Weddin1 
Bridals, Brideu1aid1, M>tlwrs, Go11.t11, 
TuUdo Ren IOI 1111d lrllli lalil1ft1 
Gold Circle Mall 
Ridfe al Hi"'11111d. 
Cincillnali, Oliio 45213 
PART-TIME HELP 
We are seeking mature individuals for a part-time position as a 
customer agent in our Communications Center. If you have 
previous work e~perience and some typing skills, we may have 
a position for you. Daytime, evenings and weekend hours 
available. Please apply in person between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 
p.m. 
8250 Winton Rd. 
Level 300 
.Skydiving 
Did you ever· want to JUMP 
out of an airplane? 
ff the answer to that question Is YES - call us at ... 
GREENE COUN'IY. SPORT. 
PARACHvrE CENTER 




Jump at your own risk. 
---~------------------------~--------... 
·22-7. 
The ladies took on Mount Saint 
Joseph last Wednesday, a team that 
the ladies had never previously 
beaten. The match with the Moun-
ties went the full five games, with 
Xavier pulling it out in 'the clutch, 
15-11, 15-12, 14-16, 6-15, and 15-5. 
. also proceed to victory over Bellar-
m ine 15-3 and 15-8. 
"This was the first weekend that 
the team really felt good," stated 
Coach Condit.' ;,Hitters Laura 
Schneider:and Ann Haas had some 
outstanding plays and, Cindy Riehle 
and Nancy Brakers varied the 
The ladies have their final home· 
game of the season tonight against 
Rio Gmnde and Georgetown at 6:30 
p.m. in the Fieldhouse. 
"We should have beat them in . .-------------~-------------. 
three," stated Coach Carolyn Con- "$ " e · · · f I I 
dit, "butwejustcoukln'tgetgoingin ' crewers score 1n soccer na 
the third and fourth games. But we "Go green" was the cheer from the crowd, but the red team was the 
did beat them which is great because victor as the "Screwers"defeated the ~Swoopers" in.the finals of the in-
now we should· be seeded above the tramural soccer' 1-0. 
Mount Iii the state tournament, The "Swoopers" dominated play in the first half as Mike and Jim 
something we've never done before." Iannone and Chuck Catania provided the basis for a wen constituted 
The ladies . held a 'tri-inatch at offense. That, along with the strong defensive abilities of Joe Riesten-
home against Walsh and Quincy on berg and Dan~Fagel proved to be a major reason why the "Screw.ers" 
Friday. The Muskies were able to found an offensive attack difficult to achieve. It was only in the final 
come back and· defeat Walsh 7-15, minutes of the'half that the "Screwers" were able to get motivated and 
15~ and 15-7, but were unable to employ any type of serious attack. · 
defeat Qu.incy, Illinois' Division Ill ·The "Screwers" then exploded onto t~e fi~ld in the secpnd half and 
champs from last year, losing 11-15; controlled the play, but it was not until Mike Gatio was able to put the 
17-15 and 13-15. The loss was a'1· ball pa.st A:_J. Moebius to give .• ,t,~.1'e "S~.· .. 'r11'e1~~-·rs" t~e vfotory and the result of the ladies inability to cope:'' h h 
with Quincy's excellent defense. ·~·, c ampions ip. - " ;::-.. · _/ri ;r" 
._-----------;-~~''.1•,-.~,:~q-L:• ... •'. ___________ .... 
Muskie booters def0at Dayton 
By ALAN PARRA 
Sporle Reporter 
The University of Dayton came·to 
Corcoran Field last Sunday and 
·was defeated by XU in their annual 
confrontation. It was an evenly 
matched contest as neither team was 
able to take control of the game. In 
the end .the Muskies prevailed 2-1 to 
up their record to 9~-4. 
Dayton did not take much time to 
score a goal as (heir captain Gene 
Maurer rlned a· shot past aoalie 
Charlie Hetterich at 40:39 to'givethe 
Flyers a· quick lead','.' Xavier · 
countered this goal with a beautiful 
play by Nicky Calixteand Jim Sand· 
man. Calixte came down the right 
_. LSAT • MCAT e GR£ 
GR£ PSYCH • 811£ BIO • CMAT 
DAT • OCAT • PCAT • VAT -
llAT • SAT • TOEFL •· CPA 
NAT'L MED BDS 
ECFMG • FLEX • VOE 
NDB • NPB I • .NLE 
~.fl lflPUIN 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
Test Preparation Specialists 
Since 1938 
For inlormation. Please Call: 
821-2288-........ 
side and crossed the ball to Sandman 
who headed the ball just past the 
reach of Dayton's goalie to record 
his eleventh goal. The teams were 
unable .to put together. a serious 
threat after this and went into the · 
halftime tied 1-1. 
Xavier goal, but the Muskies held on 
to win their ninth game of the year. 
The contest was one of the best 
games the Muskies have p!ayed all 
year as the defense shut down 
Dayton after the Flyers' quick :goal. 
The final count for shots on goal was 
Xavier with 17 and Dayton with II. 
The second half was much of the Earlier in the week the Muskies 
same, as both sides fought for con-. defeated Wilmington 3:0 for their 
trot. At the 11: 17 mark, the Muskies" eighth victory. Xavier controlled the 
were awarded a comer kick and were " entire game, enabling, Charlie 
able to take advantage of this scoring , Hetterich to record his first shutout 
opportunity. John. Mc Vey centered:· o.f, !,h.~, ,Y,e/lr'., Marc , ~lli(Jll, ... Nicky 
thcH;all perfectly, and senior captain'· Cahxte and M8'e Rolfsen scored the 
Mac Garrigan headed the ball into goalstogivetheMuskiesthevictory. 
the goal for his seventh goal of' the Xavier's final game of the season is 
year.Fortheremainderofthecon~· tonight at 6:15 p.m. against 
test Dayton put pressure on the'' Earlham. 
Youth 11 Our Concem. 
The Piarlats are a Catholic Order of priests and 
~~~=l brothers who dedicate their lives to educate the 
"' young. They work In schools, CCO programs 
and parishes. For more Information, write: 
"' 
1 "!~ Voc1tlon Director ~..i· 
Tiie Pl1rlat1 
'313 Y•lleJ. Forge Rold 
O.Von, Penn11lv1nl1 11333 
LET'S SEE ... 
IF I DIVIDE THE 
.DAILY RATE 
BY 37 
s1000 - . per 
· · day 
Plus 5~/mile 
Chevy Chevett~ or similar car 
Student W8ekend Rates. Rates 
apply from 6 p.m. i:hursday to 6 p.m. 
Monday. 3 day minimum. Offer good to 
students 18 years old or more. Valid 
driver's license and credit card or 
· student 1.0. and cash depasit required. 
You pay for gas on .- -
this low rate and re- f.~!"!lllli•ll>--­
turn car to the rent- ._ 
. ing location. Rate 
is non-discountable 
and subject to 
change.without notice. Specific can; 
are subJect to availability. . 
Call now tor relervattonl: ;57e;.&o28 
· 828 Walnut St. 
National Car Rental 
all 50 U.S. states. 
We offer S&H Green stamp Ii 
certificates on rentals in 
. . . . 
We feature GM cars like this Chevrolet Chevette, 
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Sports Commentary er... . 
J ~'llffi£ ~~ Wwk 
,___ _______ BY BUD O'CONNOR--------~ 
Women in sports? 
In the past, women's sports were 
greeted as warmly as the German in-
vasiC)n of Poland. Butnow,although 
the stigma attached . to female 
athletes· has waned, the public atten:.. 
tion given to these sports is unjustly 
meager. 
Nobody ls exactly sure why 
women's.sports have not caught on 
in the U.S.~ but some of thefactors 
contributing. to this phenomenon are 
apparent! 
generate · the· excitement that the-
men 's sports do. This may have been 
true in the past, but it isn't now. If 
you haven't been to a .women's 
~·~-. ~= ' ' ~ . 




: Late lasL week, I spoke with the !>asketball or volleyball or tennis 
Assistant Athletic Director in charge match recently, you just haven't 
of women's sports at Xavier, Laurie · been.;' 
Massa, and got her reactions to the · Certainly the mass media must . 
lack ·of ·enthusiasm regarding· accept so.me of the blame for not 
women's sports. promotingwomeri'sathletics. Usual-
"lt's just an attitude in society ly the orily times you see such events 
right now," stated Massa. "There are on network television is on a one 
some men who bel~eve that wo!ll.~?). week tape delay - that is, if the 
sports are far behind l'.Jlen's ~P,J?.~~~; network even bothered to make sure 
Now I'll be the first to admit that that' . someone was covering the 
women's sports are behind men's, event. And how many times will you 
but not by as much· as some people·~· 'see~ifmention of women's sports on · 
tend t.o believe." · the 6 o'clock news? It's not that they 
But men are not the only ones who 
don't support women's sports, ac-
cording to Laurie Massa. -
"No, it's not just men. Women also 
are not tliat s.upportive when it com-
es to women's athletics," Laurie in- . 
sisted. "Everyone-in general seeins to 
believe that women's sports do not 
Season ends at 15-2 
. don't have any information about 
these sports, it's just that they don't 
·believe that people want to hear 
about it. They are right to some ex-
tent because the bulk of the listening 
and viewing audiences don't care 
about women's athletics. If all of this 
seems somewhat confusing to you, 
don't believe that you're alone 
because on several occasions, Laurie 
Massa has been bewildered. 
"Sometimes it does get me a little 
upset," Laurie admitted, "but 
basically I just get plain frustrated." 
Massa believes that the type of 
attention given to women's athletics 
.here in Cincinnati is indicative of the 
national trend. 
"Women's sports have come a long 
way. I was playing ball when it was 
still considered unfeminine for a girl 
to do so." Massa continued, "But 
some attitudes have changed, and 
even some of the really negative at-
titudes .have ·pretty much 
disappeared. But there is still some· 
unwillingne5s by the public to accept 
women Involved in sports." 
So what can we do here at Xavier 
to - change this attitude towards 
women's sports? To be_ perfectly 
honest, there isn't anything we can 
do. Society will decide the future of 
wo.men in sports and not the support 
oC.some 6,000 students. However, 
there is no reason why we cannot 
support Xavier athletics as a whole 
- in other words, you can support . 
the women's sports as.well as root for · 
the men's. 
And if you are one of those who 
thinks that women's sports .aren't 
exciting and therefore are not worth 
watching, remember that the team 
puts the points on the boards, but it's · 
the crowd that creates the excite-
ment. 
Baseball makes . promising finish 
The. baseball te'1m has placed itself 
iri gc;iod ·staritli~g'. for .• t~,e ,~P.~~)ng, 
sprin~ se~s.<>1;1,.~s,'~hey were able 'to 
finish the fall 8eason with· a 15~2 
record. 
The team wrapped up its fall 
season Oct. 21, defeating UC 13-5. 
Hedger proved to be integral parts in 
the success. of : the' team this fall: 
tu'mer·was 'Voted 'fall ,;laye·r- e>r the': 
year, hit five home runs, JJ R BJ'sand 
led the team with a batting average 
of .533; As the team's first bas-eman, 
HCdg!!r hit four home runs, 23 RB l's· 
and was second only to Turner with_ 
a .469 batting average. 
- Captain Jim Reider (4-1, 3.70 
ERA, most valuable fall pitcher) will 
be counted on to be the stopper this 
season, as he is the only returner 
from last year's starting rotation. 
Gary Franke, Jim Young and Greg 
F~ rleY, ~i.11 '"·o~~;J>.i:~~~~ly ,r,cn1nd oµ t 
the starting . rotation.· while Chip · 
Englert and ,Poug Frankey wiil take 
care of the bullpen chores .. · · 
"With only eight players back 
. from last year's .team, the upcoming· 
spring season is a question mark at 
this point," stated Coach Gordon 
Vetorino. "Right now1t has become 
apparent that if the pitching staff can 
hold up, we could be definite con-
feren·ce (Midwestern City) con-
tenders in 1981." 
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Jim played soccer all four years at St. Xavier High School where he 
was voted all-GCL and MVP in his senior year. Besides playing soccer 
at St .. X, he also played on the baseball team in his sophomore and 
junior years. In an attempt to gain further experience, Jim traveled to 
Germany and played with the Kolpin team, after graduating from St. 
x. '•: --·,' : -. ·: 
Jim scored 'nine goals and made three assists for the Muskies last 
year and returned this year as the team's leading scorer. So far this 
season he has scored eleven goals and has made four assists and has 
already set a new school record for most shots in a season with 93. 
Although he has not as yet decided upon a major, Sand man said he 
is interested in finance or information systems. · 
--ill pres ...... s --
The SOCCER team has its last game of the season at Corcoran Field tonight 
against Earlham at 6: 15 p.m. · 
• • • • • 
The VOLLEYBALL team hosts a tri-match with Rio Grande and George-
town tonight in the Fieldhouse at 6:30 p.m. On Saturday the team will parti-
cipate in the Midway Invitational at Midway. The tea~·s next stop will be af 
'Morehead.on Monday. -· ·. . :'\ '_r·:.~· • -~ ·-: · . . . ... . . '" ' 
The RUGBY team hosts a match with John Carroll on' Saturdayfat I p.m. . . ·- . . . 
The SAILING team has area "B" eliminations at Cincinnati this weekend . 
• • • • • 
Men's BASKETBALL injury update has David Anderson with .a bruised . 
hip, Jeff Jenkins with a strained hamstring in his left leg, Anth.ony Hicks with 
a strained shoulder muscle and Gary Massa with achilles tendonitis. 
• • • • • 
Tryouts for the men's TENNIS team will be held tomorrow at the courts at 
2:30 p.m. · 
Despite the fact that only eight 
players were back from last year's 
27-12 team, the Muskies were still 
able to provide the needed 
leadership and outscore. their op-
ponents 218-71. Top ·re tu mees are 
Tim Nichtine (catcher, .427), Pete 
Spoerl (second base, best defensive 
player award winner this fall, .377); 
Ted Martin (third base, 4 HR, ·.'267), 
Andy Jansen. (shortstop, 4 HR; 23 
RBI, .362) and Tom "Rusty" Staab 
(22 stolen bases, .453). 
HQ)Y tO st your ,,~ 
~!!~~~~U~ j~~~~ ~ ( (,~~"""'"'J,{Jr:M'X."--~-.:ar/l'T Newcomers John Turner and Ray WANTED 
PART· TIME HELP 
Qualified front register 
experience preferred but 
not necessary. 





FULL TIME JOBS 
inside or outside . ' ' 
for men. or gals who·ca~ d,r:op 
out winter quarter. Pay .. starts 
at $3.SO per hour; can earn 
$2500 before spring and save 
·most Of it. Free sleeping 
quarters provided. 
Write .to: Box 343, 
Northfield, Ohio 44067 and 
tell us about yourself. 
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to 
keep from feeling the·pinch when money gets tight. And we'll tell Q 
you how to do just that, and more, in our next issue of 
"Insider," the free supplement to your college 
newspaper from Ford. 
we·n explain how to meet the high cost of tuition 
through scholarships and student loans. We'll set 
up guidelines for developing your own 
personal finance system ... like custom 
tailoring a budget ... choosing and 
maintaining a checking account 
- ... and obtaining and using 
credit wisely. And we'll · 
offer tips on how~ 
stick to those budgets. 
With info on where to 
live, and how to get the best 
buys on food, entertainment, 
clothing, travel, textbooks, 
stereos,. and more. Then we'll tell 
you how to be sure you're getting what 
. you pay for. And how to complain when 
· you don't. 
Check it out. You'll find some great tips on ~w 
to stretch your college dollars. And who knows, 
you may even discover being frugal can be fun! 
Also be sure to check out Ford's exciting new 1981 
lineup, including Escort. The front-wheel drive car that's 
built to take on the world. With Escort you'll find some great 
· ways to multiply your fun. 
. Look for •tnsldcr•-Ford's 
c0ntlnuln9 series of college 
newspaper supplements. . FORD DIVISION 
FORD 
- - • -• -·•· •• •----·-·•~··• •··~'"·•••-• ••u _ _,._---·-- .. ·•-••-·•·----..-• ••--••···- .--.o••••••"'•-•-.. •·-·-·•-·•·'"'-·••··••~«·-" ·-•· ...•.. •- • •·•·-···• • '• • •• •• • '• -•••-• '·'"""' __ ,_ '""" 
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Compiled by PAM OeCAMP 
Question: What· changes have affected you 
due to Xavier's acquisition of Edgecliff! Do 
you like them? 
EDI MINEEA 
Junior, Cincinnati 
"We no longer have a yearbook, which had 
been· worked. on for a 'year and was then 
dropped. I was editor, and am very upset.that 
the fin~l yearbook for Edgecliff College was 
notreleased. This yearbook would have been 
the final and closing statement on a fine and · 
reputable landmark." · 
.;·. . 
MIKE SHERMAN 
Senior, MHon, Ohio 
"We no longer have a men's basketball team. 
· However, Xavier's sports facilities are much 




Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science 
"Since the acquisition of Edgecliff by Xavier 
the students ofCCMS have the expanded op-
portunity to utilize the excellent facilities of 
Xavier. The sports center has a lot to offer. 
And the students of CC MS enjoy the facilities 
and activities now open to them." 
ROSIE RINDLER 
Senior, Dayton, Ohio 
"The acquisition has been really great for me. 
Being a senior, I can now take advantage of 
the better Career Planning & Placement op-
portunities at Xavier. Although I have no 
classes on the main campus, it is great to feel 
comfortable on that campus - to take advan-
tage of the library, the health center, and the 
sports center. I am glad I am graduating 
though, because I'm afraid there are going to 
be major changes in store for Edgecliff." 
It's Warm. Here Every Day . 
and Light till 11 PM 
Do it. your~ll safely. Convenient hours, tools and equipment. parts and accessories. 
machine sho.p servoce. how to classes. plus alternative. complete services by professional 
, mechanics. . · 
~!!~~~~ 
Two Blocks South of the Norwood Lateral 
4368 READING ~D. 641-4980 
Motel Furniture 
Liquidation Sale 
2 DRAWER CHEST ................ -........... $40 ea. 
LOUNGE CHAIR ••••••••••••••• · ••••••• · ••••••• $20 ea. 
4x6 BOX SPRING a MATTRESS SET .......... $40/Ht 
DOUBLE BED FRAME •••••••••••••••••••••• · •• $10 ea.:· 
SINGLE TABLE LAMP ••• · •••••••••••••••••• $17.50 e•;. 
DOUBLE TABLE LAMP ••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• $15 u. 
SWAG LAMP •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• $17.50 ••~· 
PARTY. TABLE ••••• ~ •••••• · •••.••••••• · •••••• ~ •• $25 ••~ 
MIRROR •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• $15 ea. 
DESK CHAIR •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $10 ••· 
. DRAPES 72" WIDE x 84" LONG •••••••••••• ·s1s/panel 
ADJUSTABLE DRAPERY ROD ••••••••••••••••• $3 H. 
SHAG CARPET ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• $35 eli. 
WRITING DESK ••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••.••• $15 ea. 
SOLID WOOD DOUBLE HEAD BOARD WITH 
MOUNTING BAR ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $7.50 ea. 
NIGHT STAND WITH MOUNTING ~AR •••• ; •• $10 H. 
1817-29 Queen City Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 
lnteratate 1-75 to Exit 28 - Cloae to H•rrlaon Ave. 
. OPEN FROM 8 AM TO 5 PM (CASH a CARRY) 
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Senior gives time to help people 
By KATHY MARKS 
Newa Reporter . 
How would you like to ~!!d ? 
week at hard manual labor, repair-
ing and winterizing homes, without 
pay? If you don't think it sounds like 
a good time, you may be mistaken. 
"It's a good experience· for 
anybody," stated senior Jim 
Fleckenstein, who took part in the 
summer volunteer program spon-
. sored .by Glenmary Home Mis-
sioners. Fleckenstein learned about 
the Glenmary programs from Mar~ 
Molloy, who was an XU·senior la.st 
·year: Molloy has participated in the 
·Appalachian summer program in 
high ·school and ·suggested. that 
. Fleckstein join.· · _ 
Fleckenstein sent in· an applica-
tion, was accepted, and fo.und 
himself in Vanceburg, a small Ken-
tucky town about JOO miles east of 
Cincinnati. the last week iri August. 
"I enjoyed it very much," he com-
mented. "Coming into contact with 
people we were involved with was 
what I liked best." He remarked that 
the most memorable ·event of the 
week was the party given for the 
volunteers and people whose homes 
the workers renovated. "It was 
almost like a family reunion," he 
·added. .,. 
Although a declared chemistry 
major, Fleckenstein confessed he isa 
"closet pre-med." He believes his 
volunteer work was good practical . 
experience because he may practice 
in an area like that. Vanceburg is not 
far. from his Huntington, West 
• ·11, ~ ... ~ 
Jl'M FLECKEN.TEIN 
Virginia, home. t) · .. Sd Athysius Orphanage. · 
"I'm thinking about returning to This was the 26th yearoftheGlen-
Vanceburg over Christmas this and mary volunteer programs in Ap-
next summer," Fleckenstein said. palachia and the rural South. This 
."I learned quite a bit." summer, 300 college and high school 
Fleckenstein enjoys volunteer men worked hard, accomplished a · 
work of all kinds because"it's a good lot and learned more. If you are in-
chance to meet people." He terested in these programs, contact 
volunteers his-time at XU by tutor- Jim Fleckenstein in Marion Hall for 
ing in chemistry and he also tutors at more information. 
Hayes t~ run miles for money 
By ROBERT SCHOLL 
New1Reporler 
On November 16 in Columbus, 
Ohio, a faculty member will shed his 
<role as a college professor and . 
• : ¥" ~····' 
... ,. ""':; .... ~ .. '.~ .. ',, . 
~~ .:~~1~-~ 1 ;.A··,.·~·. ~-
assume that of a marathon runner UnitofChildren'sHospital.Hayesis 
·for the benefit of charity. seeking the support of students, 
Mr. Thomas J. Hayes, an instruc- alumni and fellow faculty members. 
tor of marketing, will be running to'. Pledges are to be made on a per-mile 
earn money for the Intensive Care . ba~is and are to be, paid. upon the 
completion of the race. · 
Hayes, wl}o will be. running 
against some 2000 other runners, is a 
relative newcomer to the world of 
marathoning. ·"This will be my first 
marathon ever," he confessed. "I 
usually run about 70 miles per week, 
and the most I've ever run at one 
time is about 18 miles,'' he added. 
The marathon course itself stretches 
over approximately 26.4 miles. 
. ·. ·.'""". , 
~j;,:ct~~J~~~;:~, 
Although .he· receives personal · 
satisfaction from running itself, he 
feels that this is a unique way of 
satisfying others as well; "I'm going 
up theR: to run so I might as well get 
something else out of it," he explain-
ed. 
Anyone who is interested in spon-
soring Mr. Hayes can do so by sign-
ing the pledge sheets located at either 
~he Univer.sity Cen.ter Information 
Desk or the receptionist's desk at 
Jon Lfp1on Photo . 
. Mr. Tom Hayes, marketing Instructor, wlll run a 26 mlle marathon In Columbus, 
Ohio to raise money for Children's Hospital. Hinkle Hall. · 
4381 Reading Raad (across from Natorp's) 
. .·Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
Cinti'a/lnest pancakes,. omelettes and wqf/les · 
Why ·not ·e11joy a relaxing break/oat or dinner with 




Try our * lb. Burgers and Fluffy 3 egg omelettes 
plus more exciting dishes. · 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. Friday & Saturday 
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''Elephant Man'' offers insights 
By JILi. M.ODIC 
lin .. rtmlnlllenl'Rewllwer 
The horror and the anguish of 
John Merrick, the "Elephant Man," 
forces us to admit that we as men and 
women· are to accept some respon-
sibi.lity for the he:llish burden which 
some people always live with 
because they are deformed. 
"The Elephant Man" is a powerful 
film. At the beginning you'll wince at · 
the sight of Merrick, but by the end, . 
you'll come to accept.him as he is -
pot as a freak of .nature, but as a 
human being. · 
Merrick, an ~nglishman of the 
late I 800s1 is so phys.ically deformed 
that he is called "the Elephant Man" 
and exploited by other men. in side 
shows. He is not ~b~e to change his 
own sitl;llltion (his health has 
deteriorated due to his living con-
ditions) and must wait until a local 
doctor discovers him, brings him to 
his hospital, and slowly restores 





It's not all that eomplicated a plot, 
but it is all that's needed to examine 
human nature at its best and worst. 
The film is all in black' and white, and 
like WoodyJ\llen's "Manhattan," it 
proves that this form of filming is far 
from obsolete. 
PMotog,lo shines in 
new record release 
By GEORGE ZAHN 
l!nlertllnrntnl R...i-r 
When an artisrreleases an album, most imp~rtantly an introductory disc, 
there is a period ,to w~it and see what develops. While his new groove is 
hardly picture-perfect, Jim Photoglo has set the framework for success in his 
first album, ~'Photoglo." The name kind of catches on, doesn't it? 
Overall, "Photoglo" is a well-produced effort utilizing primarily the 
music and lyrics of Brian Francis Neary and the man for whom the album is 
named. If Jim Photoglo will not admit to a definite Kenny Rogers influence 
in his words and singing, it will not snow in Cleveland this winter. Be it a 
conscious imitation.or an accident, Jim's best Rogers impersonation appears 
on several cuts. Photoglo 's strong a~d Clear vocaltalent shines on a majority 
of the selections. . · · 
Oddly enough. an early hit from "Photoglo" featured not the 
collaboration of Neary and Photoglo on lines and music. "When Love Is 
Gone". was written. by Steve Nelson and Michael Morgan, and received 
mode.rat~. a.tt~nti!)h ... fv'lore. ~~isfyin.8. tho!J_gh, must. ~e the. number one song 
on the album, "We Were Meant To Be Lovers," a selection that Neary and 
Photoglo can take ~ull credit for. · 
( . 
Of the ten songs on the disc, six are very good. Side one has "We Were 
Meant To Be Lovers,"and "The Best That I Gin Be,"a mellow ballad which 
bears some resemblance to the Kenny. Rogers hit "She Believes iil Me." 
Another goodie on side one is my favorite pick on the album, "20th Century 
Fool." This selection, though once again reflecting some Rogers influence, 
contains some fun Jyrics and moves well, showing some of the mild country 
tint that cqlors most of Photoglo's music. . 
. Side two plaudits go to "When Love Is Gone," "Young Girl," which 
supplies a nice set of lyrics, and "Don't Be Afraid To Love Somebody," 
another of the heartache tunes which seem to pervade the flip side and some 
of side one. 
Rarely is every cut on an album hit quality.and Jim Photoglo'screw has a 
few "B"-side selections on their debut disc. An honorable mention for mon-
otonous music must go to "Steal Away'" (not the Robbie Dupree vers.ion) 
. and "I Don't Want To Be In This Movie. '"'Faded Blue"isa live performance 
slow ballad, with good lyrics and little musical quality; Jim Photoglo tries to 
be too "pop" on the tune "Beg, Borrow or Steal," and comes off sounding a 
bit like a second•generation Jack Jones. 
Once again; the overall album is quite good, especially if you have a 
periph.eral liking for Kenny Rogers. Photogld will remind the listener of 
Rogers without sounding like a clone. The album covers the gamut from 
ballad to ·up-tempo, non-disco selections from this bright new artist. With 
adequate exposure and few negative points, an early screening of"Photoglo'~ 






• Education I Training 
• Income ltmlted only by your efforts 
Seniors· ·Grads; Business Administration, Teachers, 
· Fina'nce and Marketing· Majors; Liberal Arts · 
On Campus Recruiting Date: Nov. 17 thru CP&P · .. 
Ask us about our mutual selection process and 
our video tape that tells more. Call or send resume to 
RENEE DURHAM, A11't to .General Agent, 961-1820 
Northwestern Mutual 
Life· Insurance Co. 
2133 Luray Ave. at.Eden Park45206 
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The images are sharper and.more 
realistic than color would have 
provided. The makers of this film use 
shadings and shadows to their best 
advantage.· 
Fine shad in gs are also put to use in 
the acting department. Anthony 
Hopkins is admirable as the 
crusading doctor who suspects that 
under this deformed phenomenon 
there lies a worthwhile and decent 
human being. From his first moment 
on screc~F'there is no doubting his 
sincerity. He fully embodies and 
develops the dual aoctor-to-patient, 
friend-to-friend relationship that 
emerges between himself and the 
"elephant man."Weare in total sup-
port as he rises and falls on his way to 
many discoveries and disap-
pointments. 
· Sir John Gieloud is very good in 
support as the head of the hospital 
who is at first wary of the situation, 
and then becomes totally supportive 
and proud of his doctor.'s work. The 
character who had previously "own-
ed" and abused the "elephant man" 
is appropriately grungy and pitiable. 
Yet most of our attention isdrawn 
to the title character. All the hopes, 
aspirations and despairs of man are 
seen through John Hurt: He makes· 
us painfully aware of .his physical 
shape, yet makes us see past it to the 
real John Merrick. We watch him as 
he slowly· discovers tJiat despite his 
appearance, he has a precious 
human dignity. and that, above all, 
he deserves that dignity. We soon 
C:ontlnued on page 8 
.. ,..h "-Photo 
W•yne Weber, left, •nd Bew Schultz rehff,.. blocklng Mondlly night for 
"Trel•wny of the Well•" which open• thl• Frldlly In the Edgecliff Corbett 
ThHlre. 
Edgecliff theatre season 
to open with "Trelawny" 
By CHUCK INGRAM 
Enlerlalnmenl Reporllr 
Edgecliff Corbett Theatre 
presents the first production of the 
season this Friday with "Trelawny of 
the Wells." The production is a com-
edy about the tribulations of Rose 
Trelawny, played by sophomore An-
nie Fitzpatrick. 
· The play revolves around the con-
flict between the family and lifestyle 
of her fiance' Arthur, played by Ron 
Smith. Edgecliff junior, and that of 
he'r own. 
The cast is rounded out by 
numerous XU and ·Edgecliff 
students and faculty and is directed 
by Edgeclifrs Barbara Kay. 
"Trelawny" will open Friday and 
continue through the following Sun-
day (November 7,8,9,13,14, and 15). 
All performances are at 8. p.m. in the 
Edgecliff Corbett Theatre. All XU 
students are admitted free with an 
ID. '· 
CALHOUN .. STREET 
. NITE CLUB 








Wh .. eels 
MODULATORS ·. ~-
You Must Be 18-ID's·Required 
335 Calhoun Street, across fron UC 
FREE ADMISSION 
With College ID on Tuesday & Wednesday 
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Elephant ·Man· 
From page 7 
forget the outside flaws as we start 
seeing the inside beauties. John 
Hurt. through his beautiful 
characterization and through the aid· 
of \'ery good n'iake-up artists. is able 
to make every mo\'ic-gocr feel what 
it is like to be the "elephant man.:· 
I had thought of adding a line say-
ing that you should not go to this 
film unless \'OU are read\' to be 
depressed. Bt;t the more that I look 
at this film. the more I realize that 
this is not a depressing film. Yes. it 
shows seedy people taking advan-
tage of others and judging others 
purdy on looks. but it docs not give 
us a sad conclusion. 
.John Merrick is quite happy at the 
end. as he himself says to the doctor, 
"Don't apologize. my friend. iny life 
is full." 
If this man. with all of his 
problems and biases against him. 
can feel fulfilled. then what are we 
complaining about'! 
LSAT • MCAT • GAE 
GAE PSYCH • GAE BID • GMAT 
DAT • DCAT • PCAT • VAT 
MAT e SAT • TOEFL • CPA . 
NAT'L MED BOS 
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE 
NOB • NPB I • NLE 
~~MPIAN 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
Test Preparation Specialists 
Since 1938 
For information, Please Call: 
821-2288 -&-.I 
Quality· Bond Copies 
:lONLY 44t 
Other services avalla~le: 
• .Thesis copying 
• Binding 
• Photos for: 
Applications, Passports, 
Resumes 




. (NEXT TO ARBY'S) 
221~5981 
8-8 daily Sat. 10-6 
617-C Vine St. 
241-3366 
8-6 daily ' Sat. 10-6 
PLAYTHE· 
FOOTBALL·QUIZ AT · 
Answer the question 
. correctly and win a free 
serving of Coca-Cola. ,, .. _"' °"" llOod .. ..,tic•Plfine locltiOnl. 
Pu'chall it requWtd H sp9C'rfted on the quLI' ce«I. 
3321 Clltto'n 
Cincinnati, OH · 
Xavier News 
Food Week moved 
to second semester· 
----B~· RANDAi. McCRA\'\' 
M•n•11tn11 Edllor . 
Food Week. usually held during 
the fall semestcf. has been moved to 
the second semester. The week. 
sponsored by Earth bread. points out 
the ever-present hunger in the world. 
It will take place March 16-20. 
. According to Earthbrcad Presi-
dent Beth Jordan. the change was 
made for more efficient organiza-
tion. "We have to start planning ear-
ly for Food Weck. The beginning of 
the school year was just too busy." 
The extra time also allowed the 
planners to get better speakers ac-
cording to Jordan, who said she was 
"pretty sure" that the main speaker 
for Food Week '81 will be Francis 
More Lappe. author of "Diet for a 
Sm.all Planet. .. 
Earthbread is also. planning to 
have a race.during Food Week, for 
c;tmpus runners. to raise funds . .Jor-
dan said ·that "we arc also planning 
to have a concert with local talent 
and sponsor a fast in thecafeteria." 
She said that Earthbread. will go 
ahead with plans for a fast on Thurs-
day. Nov. 20. "This will be part of:l 
nation-wide fast. with proceeds go-
ing to ~x-Fam America." 
back page classifieds 
Use this sheet or a 3x5 ·card to submit l'Our ad. Turn it in to the 
b1formation Desk at the University Center by 3 p.m. Fridays. 
D For Sale D Wanted D Personal 
0. Othf?r--------
Your Name ----------------
Your ad fin 25 words or les·s) 
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MILLIONS OF PEOPLE IN THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY 
YOU CAN HELP 
NOV. 20 
Give up eating for all or part of a day and donate your food money to 
Oxfam-America the international agency that funds self-help development 
projects in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America. 
CONTACT: 
' ' 
O,.fam·America 302 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116, (617)247-3304 
EIER&EICY- DEITIL SERVICE 
WEEIDllS 1-1 T. ThomplOn oDs 121·2221 
203 l1l•r11th It I· 11 · 
NO WAITING . FEE •20 .NO APPOINTMENTS 
• llOIE• DElllUllE • UIOSE 100Tlt 
• lllOllH UIDCE • 11111 PAI• 
• UIOSICAP • llEllTUlll PAI• 
• . l.OOSI UIDCE · • 1UOYll l•JUIY 
• l.OOSI FIWllG • l.OOSI 'llMPOWY 
• ETC. 
REFERRAL SE.,VICE FOR ADDITIONAL CARE 
. Genny Creamwill .· . . 
wake up your tastebudsfast! 
Try to compare Genesee Cream Ale 
with any .other brew. You .know what? 
You can't. Because Genny Cream is . 
different. There's just nothing around 
with Genny's distinctive flavor. A 
flavor that will wake up· every taste~ 
bud you ha:ve. Don't be surprised if 
you never buy a glass of your old brew 
again. 
So make up your mind. "I ain't gonna 
bore my taste no more-gonna have .. 
me a Genny Cream." Today. 
It's something different! 
GBCO ROCH NY 
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